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A building is a human being's space and the background for his dignity
and its exterior should reflect its contents and function.”
 

Gottfried Bohm was a German architect and sculptor. He was born in

Offenbach am Main near Frankfurt on 23 January 1920. His father was

renowned for his numerous avant-garde churches throughout Germany, many

in Expressionist style. His grandfather was also an architect.

FLASHBACK

CREATING CONNECTIONS

 
The first German architect to be awarded the Pritzker Prize, Gottfried Bohm

considered himself to be a creator of ‘connections’. We explore...
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MYSTICAL HOME

The Arch Studio is a young multi-disciplinary design studio, offering

Architecture and interior design solutions for residential, commercial,

hospitality and retail projects. The firm was started by Ar. Siddhina Sakla Jain,

who graduated from Pune, India and completed her Master's in Urban Design

at Sheffield University, UK. She devised her own design language through her

varied experience in architecture and interior across London and Pune. She

worked with eminent architects like Christopher Charles Benninger Associates,

Pune, India and Nasser Gulzari Architects, London, UK, which specialises in

sustainable Architecture in Palestine and also designed the parliament for

Palestine.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

MYSTICAL HOME

Architect Siddhina Sakla of The Arch Studio has designed the ‘Mystical Home’

by blending contemporary sensibilities with a homely feel.
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Light is a dynamic and functional element to solve practical needs. Light and

its applications, from decoration to technical use, are the field of action of the

Venetian company that, since inheriting the local craftsmanship and

unsurpassed know-how in glass processing, expresses a contemporary

creativity in collaboration with Italian and foreign designers and architects,

who turn suggestions into lighting design products. Fabbian offers a range of

products for both indoor and outdoor use. Technical precision combined with

high performing LED technology, appreciated by an evolving contract sector,

go hand in hand with products that focus more on decorative lighting

concepts, as in ‘Tile’ glass wall, a perfect example of timeless beauty.

 

Fabbian has collaborated with Italian designers and architects for its recent

projects turning suggestions into lighting design products.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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BESPOKE LIGHTING
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